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Document Information

ORIGINATOR: FBI
FROM: MM
TO: HQ

TITLE:

DATE: 08/25/1998
PAGES: 1

SUBJECTS:

JFKARCA OF 1992

DOCUMENT TYPE: PAPER, TEXTUAL DOCUMENT
CLASSIFICATION: Unclassified
RESTRICTIONS: 3
CURRENT STATUS: Redact
DATE OF LAST REVIEW: 05/20/1999

OPENING CRITERIA: INDEFINITE

COMMENTS:
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE
To: OPC A
Attn: JFK Task Force
Room 11144
Catherine Lamey

From: Miami
Legal Unit
Contact: Patrick J. McCormick, (305) 787-6785

Approved By: Dolde William G
Drafted By: McCormick Patrick J:pmj
Case ID #: 62-HQ-1029205 - H040

Title: JOHN F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION
RECORDS COLLECTION ACT OF 1992

Synopsis: Response to JFK Task Force EC dated 08/13/98.

Details: Miami was requested to forward MM 92-503 Sub I-149, page 16 to FBIHQ. Miami is unable to locate the missing serial and previously forwarded the original file to JFK Task Force.